
‘Everything in the past is a particle.

Everything in the future is a wave’
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The whole of atomic physics



Classical electron orbits

mev
2/r = Ze2/40r

2,  atomic number Z= no. of protons in nucleus, me << mpr

v = (Ze2 /40 mr)1/2 , so we can have any r for some v and all atoms are different!



Quantum electron orbitals

Angular momentum: mv  2r = nh, n integer, h Planck’s constant

rn = n2h20/Ze2me quantized orbits and energies En = -Ze2/80rn

This is why there are populations of identical stable atoms



Quantisation condition

Only whole numbers of  quantum wavelengths fit into a circular orbit

 = h/mv



The two-slit experiment



The Mathematical Description

Erwin Schrödinger



Take a wave of frequency  moving in the +x direction, k = 2/

For a free particle momentum p = ħk, energy E = ħ this means

Deriving Schrödinger’s equation in 1-d



States



The Superposition Principle



Eigenvectors and eigenvalues



Probabilities

Max Born



The Inevitability of Uncertainty



Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle

 If x is position uncertainty and p is uncertainty in 
momentum then 

xp >1/2 ћ

 Another dimensional equivalent (not rigorous – time is 
not an operator) governs energy and time uncertainties

E t >1/2 ћ

 This ‘uncertainty’ is deeper than limits on practical 
measurements.



Wigner’s Clock Inequality

 There is a smallest ‘clock’

 Clock of mass M has quantum position uncertainty x and 
momentum uncertainty at least ћ/x

 Suppose clock can resolve a smallest time interval  and 
must run for total time T. After time t, the uncertainty in 
position of the clock is x´ = x + ћt/(Mx). This is a 
minimum when x =(ћt/M)1/2 . To run the clock accurately 
for time T, it must be bigger than (ћT/M)1/2. To keep time 
(‘tick’) with an accuracy  we need x´ < c, so there is a 
minimum clock mass

M > (4 ћ/c2)(T/)

 A stronger bound than the E-t uncertainty principle by T/

 Relevant for bacteria, nano machines and black holes



Entanglement – “quantum weirdness”

• Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (‘EPR’) tried to use it to disprove quantum mechanics

in 1935 because they thought it’s predictions were too outrageous to be true:

• In 1964 John Bell proposed a specific experiments to test whether entanglement occurs.

• In 1982 Alain Aspect et al did that experiment.

Quantum reality turns out to be much stranger than your (non-quantum) imaginings



The Greenberger, Home and Zeilinger 

(GHZ) Experiment



Each scientist has a machine like this that 

has two settings, X and Y, and can give 

outcome +1 or -1 from a measurement



Make many measurements



Looking for a pattern

Maybe this was because all 3 got result +1, or one got +1 and other two got -1 etc



The eight possibilities



A Prediction

[Just note that X1 = Y2Y3 and X2 = Y1Y3 and X3 = Y1Y2 by multiplying across 

the above relation X1Y2Y3 = Y1X2Y3=Y1Y2X3=+1]



The shocking truth



Spooky faster-than-light effects ?



Quantum reality replaces common sense



What were they measuring?



The resolution

The spin states of the three particles were not really independent. 

They were ‘entangled’ in the state . 

No matter how far separated our scientists are, 

this entanglement of the spin states shows up in their measurements. 

This non-locality is how the quantum world is 
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